Case Study

Irisys Implements VisionTime

Irisys has introduced the VisionTime
system at their Northampton facility .
Irisys (Infrared Integrated Systems)
Ltd, is the largest global provider of
People Counting and real time Queue
Management solutions.
Irisys is one of a growing number of IT
sector companies to appreciate the
power of the VisionTime system.
One of the aspects of our system that
most impressed, was the facility to
allow their employees to make
electronic requests at PCs for changes
to time and absence records, which
would be signed off “electronically” by
up to Supervisors.

The facility to use the system for
checking who is in or out at times of
emergencies was also considered
important.

Objectives




Offer flexible working hours
Automate leave requests
Access to staff cover reports

Why FlexTime



Time and Attendance experience
Excellent references

Results




Improved staff work/life balance
Reduced employee stress
Numerous reports available

In recent years Irisys has also expanded
to offer a range of Smart Building
management and Security solutions.
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VisionTime Workflow
Employees can use this self-service
electronic update feature in VisionTime
when looking for time off or to have an
illness or lateness excused.
The
supervisor
approves
the
requests
electronically,
thereby
eliminating
paperwork. The
system
sends
an
automatic email to supervisors reminding
them of any outstanding requests.
Staff can check their time folders to see the
status of the request and can also receive
an automatic email alert when the request
has been accepted.
VisionTime Flexible Working
The system calculates the employee’s
time balances so they are always aware.
This helps with decisions as to when to
take time off. Employees can also see
their colleagues’ current and future work
and leave schedules which may influence
the decision as to which day to take off.
Who’s In?
VisionTime operates in real-time. This
means that reports of who is in or out can
be called up from anywhere in the
network with instant effect. This can
assist with emergency drills or simply to
let the switch board operator know if an
employee is currently at work.

Irisys is part of the The Fluke
Corporation who also use VisionTime
at their Norwich facility. Fluke is
the world leader in the manufacture,
distribution and service of electronic
test tools and software.
Founded in 1948, Fluke provides
testing and troubleshooting
capabilities that have grown to
mission critical status in
manufacturing and service
industries. Every new manufacturing
plant, office, hospital, or facility built
today represents another potential
customer for Fluke products.
From industrial electronic
installation, maintenance and
service, to precision measurement
and quality control, typical customers
and users include technicians,
engineers, metrologists, medicaldevice manufacturers, and computer
network professionals.

